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Greetings, UK student. Are you ready? Take a deep breath. Can you smell the education 

in the air? Because that’s not education, that’s sawdust. From all the construction. You shouldn’t 

breathe it in, or you’ll die. Stop taking such deep breaths. Why were you doing that, anyway? 

What, sniffing for education? Education doesn’t have a smell, stupid. It’s a concept. No wonder 

you didn’t get into any Ivy Leagues. Everyone knows concepts don’t have sensory aspects to 

them, except for defeat, which has a taste -- namely, sawdust.  

Right now, you may be a little confused. You may find yourself asking questions such as: 

“What is the OK Book?”, “Can I eat it?”, “Can it eat me?”, etc. The answer to all of these 

questions, and any others you may spontaneously generate whilst perusing this sacred tome, is an 

enthusiastic “yes”. 

You now hold in your hands/feet/generic appendage units the single most valuable tool 

for life at this university yet discovered. And yes, it was discovered. Not written. We found this 

text, in whole form, printed on a tattered scroll, woven from the finest Wildcat hair, dyed blue 

with blood, suspended in midair above POT in a beam of shining light (which was also blue). It 

called out to us, and we painstakingly inscribed the contents of its wisdom within. 

Basically this book is your everything now. Guard it with your life. And also the lives of 

other people, if necessary. Or even if not necessary, just to make sure, you know?  

There are a very limited number of these books circulating the world. Matt Bevin has 

reduced the University’s budget for this coming year to approximately $3.50, as he has done to 

all other state-funded programs other than coal subsidies. Consequently, campus organizations, 

such as ourselves, are only given the budget to be able to print two pieces of paper per school 

year. We spent the whole summer scrounging for the rest in recycling bins. And we would hate 

to see them returned from whence they came, so -- if you’ve read this far -- Please Do Not 

Throw The OK Book Away. When you are done basking in its holy contents, and have 

successfully committed them to eternal memory, instead hand it off to that cute 

guy/girl/nonbinary person in class. Tell them it reminds you of them or some shit. They’ll 

swoon, probably. I know I would. Or at least put it in the President’s mailbox; he loves reading 

our stuff, probably. 

You can, however, feel free to throw out your “real” K book, now that you have this bad 

boy. There are less copies of this one, which means it’s rarer, which means it’s better. Like with 

Pokemon. Or Pepes. 

Within this book, you will find such indispensable advice as where to eat on campus, 

what clubs to join, how to overcome the justified self-doubt accompanied with settling for this 

university, standard UK dating rituals, and so much more! All advice is 100% foolproof, and 

guaranteed to give you the most academically stimulating, socially fulfilling, rip-roarin’ college 

experience in the known universe. Probably the unknown universe, too.  

So read away, try not to get sawdust in your eye, and “welcome” to UK. 

 

With “Sincerity,” 

The Colonel Staff 
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Faculty Testimonials 
 

“A+ University. Nice, chewy consistency, with a warm, creamy center. Five stars, would 

recommend to a friend.” -confused bearded man who wandered into our studios, claiming to be 

UK faculty 

 

“We’re really good at outsourcing our teaching positions. Thanks, Bevin.” -former professor, 

Nacht Sulty 

 

“We administration officials prefer to only hire adjunct staff. Adjunct is such a funny word.” -

UK Board Member, shrouded in veil of shadows and tuition money 

 

“Five stars. Excellent plot structure and character development. Soundtrack was phenomenal. 

Overall, definitely an Oscar contender for this year.” -the same confused bearded man from 

earlier, this time in disguise 

 

“We have a fantastic, world-renowned basketball team, that the student body, I think, is really 

proud of, and is competent at what they do. We also have a football team.” -Dr. Sportsy 

McSportsters 

 

“I can’t say anything bad or they’ll fire me.”-[Redacted] 

 

Important People Bios 
 

James Patterson: James Patterson was the first to preside over the University of Kentucky, his 

reign lasting from 1869-1910. His presidency ended when he discovered the Holy Grail and the 

Fountain of Youth (both of which have been hidden under the recent construction, and are 

attributed to the low water pressure in the dorms). Ole Jimmy has reappeared into history as an 

author, penning and enlarging the font size of his name on co-written mystery thrillers, fantasy 

novels, and awkward attempts to relate to our youth. Patterson’s statue sits in front of his overly-

compensated, tall building, where the wind beneath Maximum Ride’s wings can be felt, 

whisking away students by the ordinal numbers. Rubbing Patterson’s statue’s toe will, as 

everybody knows, give you good luck in your exams. But what most people don’t know is that 

there’s another part of his body that you can rub if you want to get lucky in another way…;) This 

is, of course, his other toe. You rub his other toe if you want to do well on presentations and 

stuff, too. 

 

Eli Capilouto: Eli Calipari is the current president of the University of Kentucky. Once a dentist, 

President Capirootcanal has rebuilt our campus and has graced us with the presence of his 

adorable dogs. As our esteemed leader, we do not question the Capifutile. But you may walk 

through the Capicutiepie’s garden and gaze upon his magnificent abode. Capishush is the 12th 

guardian of the Fountain of Youth. 

 

Jeff: Jeff is the worst. 
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Major Considerations 
 

 

As a new student at the University of Kentucky, one of the first things you’ll be asked 

when you meet someone new is what you’ve decided to major in. And you don’t have any 

fucking idea, because you’re not fully developed adults and having to make that decision at this 

point in life is total horse shit. So we’ve taken the time to compile a list of UK’s most popular 

majors and list out the pros and cons of dedicating literally the rest of your mortal existence to 

these subjects.  

 

 

Animal Science 
Strengths: You’re going to make the family 

back on the farm proud, boy. 

Weaknesses: You’re going to smell like feces 

all the time. 

 

Art 
Strengths: You will be able to make a 

stunning signature on your applications for 

unemployment benefits. 

Weaknesses: You will go blind early staring 

at your long, unnaturally-colored hair. 

 

Law 
Strengths: Traits that could be construed as 

partially- or wholly-positive as designated by 

the abstract body of “Colonel Editors” are 

not in accordance with the regulatory 

oversight of “our self-esteem” as stated in 

Article IV: Section 20. 

Weaknesses: Objection, this term isn’t 

adequately defined, and, as such, let the 

record show that this section should not be 

considered in the final verdict. 

 

Math 

Strengths: You’re better at math than the 

engineers and physicists. 

Weaknesses: You’ll never be able to 

calculate the mass of Grothendieck 

(Grothendieck being, of course, the name of 

your penis). 

 

 

Computer Science 
Strengths: You can tell people you’re an 

engineer. 

Weaknesses: You’re not an engineer. 

 

Engineering 
Strengths: Willing to forsake any and all social 

interaction for the sake of their major. 

Weaknesses: See strengths. 

 

English 
Strengths: You can say your a writer . 

Weaknesses: Yore major has the worst 

‘effort:employment” ratio of any out there  . 

 

Equine Science and Management 
Strengths: As long as you stay in Kentucky, 

you’ll always have a job. 

Weaknesses All of your friends think you’re the 

“weird horse girl.” 

 

History 
Strengths: Was it not George Washington who 

said if we do not learn from history, we are 

doomed to repeat it? 

Weaknesses: Well, was it or wasn’t it? Please, 

god, help me, I have a test in 10 minutes and I 

need to be able to repeat the last 8 chapters 

word for word. 

 

Social Work 
Strengths: The opportunity to make change. 

Weaknesses: The reality that you’ll mostly just 

make ¢hange. 
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Linguistics 
Strengths: [bi] [eiblˌ] [tu] [tɹaenskɹaib] 

[evɹiθɪŋ] [eniuən] [sez] [ɪntu] [ei] [sikɹet] 

[founetɪk] [leiŋuɪdʒ] and become one with 

the harmony that exists between all 

languages throughout time, alt. discover 

secrets of the universe. 

Weaknesses: “Linguistics? Cool! How many 

languages can you speak?” 

 

Biology: 
Redirect to: Pre-Medical 

Editor’s Note: Some people are bio majors 

who aren’t pre-med  

Author’s Note: ...okay. That sounds fake, but 

okay. 

Strengths: A sense of being better than all 

the pre-med kids because you’re different. 

Weaknesses: You have to go to graduate 

school for your degree to be worth anything. 

 

Pre-Medical 
Strengths: Can say you want to be a doctor. 

Weaknesses: Uncontrollable crying over 

your GPA/med school/life decisions. Like, 

disgusting-wailing-and-blubbering crying. 

Your peers are your competition, so the only 

friends you can have are humanities majors 

(who are very nice, don’t get me wrong) but 

they don’t really understand what you’re 

going through. So you'll just kinda curl up 

on the floor in a ball of existential despair, 

praying for sweet release. 

 
 
 

Journalism 

Strengths: You could work for us! Contact 

theukcolonel@gmail.com if you’re interested! 

Weaknesses: We don’t pay very well. Or at all, 

really. 

 

Philosophy 
Strengths: Highest potential to become the 

Ubermensch. Best major if you want to be 

really, really good at telling people why your 

major isn’t useless. 

Weaknesses: Is useless. But, then again, so is 

life, amirite? 

jkbutreallythobutjkbutreallythobutjkbutactually

whatdoesitevenreallymeantohaveatruthvaluecu

zlike*dissolves back into pure noumena* 

 

Physics 
Strengths: The strong force. 

Weaknesses: The weak force. 

Electromagnetics: The electromagnetic force. 

Gravities: Gravity. 

 

Political Science 
Strengths: You'll know all about the political 

process, and how to predict the outcomes of 

elections. There are tons of practical 

applications for that knowledge, as it is 

intertwined with most facets of society as a 

whole. 

Weaknesses: An angry, sentient orange is a 

legitimate candidate to be president. Your 

knowledge is now worthless. 
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Top 10 UK Classes 

 

 As a freshmen/transfer-student-who-made-the-wrong-decision, you're likely conflicted on 

which classes to take to attain your non-refundable piece of printer paper at UK. Have no fear, 

for we have made most of the decision for you. What's that, you want to make your own 

decision? Don't be silly -- you did that when you decided to come here in the first place, and we 

all see how that turned out. 

 

1. CHE 105: One of the most popular classes on campus, so you know it has to be good. 

2. UK 101: The single most useful class you could possibly take. This is absolutely 

essential for your life here at UK, and not at all a waste of time. Schedule this class at 

least thrice. 

3. BIO 420 Section 69: Self-explanatory. 

4. ENG -1: Rehabilitation class for the surprisingly high number of students whose 

social media posts still consist of run-on sentences and a noticeable lack of English 

literacy. 

5. PSY 100: A critically-important, fundamental class to establish your insufferable 

superiority complex as a college student. 

6. MAT i - Class focused on the complex plane and imaginary numbers. The class, 

itself, is also imaginary. 

7. MAT 80085 - Really big, jiggly math. 

8. AS 100: Where you learn to lie about how the texture of squiggly lines evokes any 

sort reaction out of your cold, dead soul. 

9. WRD 422-001 Taco literacy. Yes. It actually, literally, exists. 

10. [Obvious bunny class, to be taken to exclusively hang out with athletes] 
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Common Reading Experience 

 

The Common Reading Experience is an integral part of coming to UK, and it will be brought up 

in your K Group, as well as possibly in several of your classes. However, we didn’t read it, and 

neither did you. So, here are some things to say to pretend to know what you’re talking about! 

 

 The CRE is always nonfiction. Talk about how true it was, and about all the real facts 

you learned. Man, those truths. That lack of fiction. Amazing.  

 

 Just say you really liked the imagery, and use of literary devices. If pressed for an 

example, just insist that it was all so good you simply can’t pick just one example. 

 

 “In truth, isn’t the real common reading experience the fact that none of us read this 

book?” 

 

 You can judge a lot about a book through its cover. This year’s CRE, Orphan Train, has 

a little girl inside a train on the cover. This is almost certainly the eponymous orphan 

train. And if she’s on it, she must be an orphan, right? There, I just saved you a trip to 

sparknotes. 

 

 It’s important to remember that all interpretations of a story are valid, especially those 

that come from people who never read it. Maybe this book is about a girl who’s an 

orphan on a train, or maybe it’s about a girl who’s training to be an orphan! Or, hey, 

maybe the TRAIN was the orphan all along. Drop that on your discussion circle and see 

if things don’t get silent. 

 

 In a final, desperate attempt, simply skip all of your K Group discussions of the CRE, and 

drop the UK101 class in your schedule. This way, nobody will ever ask you about the 

CRE. Ever. Nobody will ask you. Shhhhhh. 
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Guide to Dating on Campus 

 

For many people, college is an opportunity to find your life partner. We at the Colonel recognize 

what a pivotal point this is in the course of your life, and we’re here to help you through the 

process. Follow our advice, crafted with love and a bit of rosemary and garlic by our expert 

romance consultants, and you’ll be sure to find your soulmate. 

 

1. Make sure to put yourself out there! Go to events where you can mingle with people who 

might share your interests.  

 

2. Squawk a lot. Cock your head skywards, and flap. Begin to circle your potential mate in a 

counterclockwise direction. 

 

3. At this point, your partner-to-be may seem alarmed, and/or attempt evasive maneuvers. 

This is all part of the ritual -- they have accepted the initial stages of your advance. Take 

pursuit and proceed with the ritual. 

 

4. Your prospective mate will eventually show that they acknowledge your athleticism (and 

your worth as a partner!) by stopping to catch their breath. 

 

5. It is now that you must display your plumage: stand tall and straight and attempt to direct 

attention toward any blue clothing you are wearing. If you are not wearing any blue 

clothing, ask your future mate to kindly wait for you before leaving to grab a change of 

clothes. 

 

6. Now, the pivotal moment. If your potential mate turns out to have been a golf cart that 

you’ve been chasing for the past 20 minutes, you’ve failed and are barred from marriage 

for the rest of your life. Otherwise, congratulations! You’ve failed and are barred from 

marriage for the rest of your life. 
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Doctors Hate This One Weird Lanyard Trick. #2 Will Shock You!!! 
 

When you come to college, there are lots of new and exciting trends to take 

part in. The most important one of these cool and hip trends is wearing a lanyard. 

Read on to receive your crash course in lanyard manners! 

 

 Lanyards are a fantastic form of communication. There is an intricate 

campus lanyard language (or lanyage to all the cool kids) that you can use to 

communicate with your fellow students. For example, if you wear a UK 

lanyard on campus, people will know that you attend UK.  

 

 Lanyards are a freshman’s status symbol. Make sure to wear all those of the 

foes you have conquered. The other freshmen will cower in fear. You alone, 

covered in the lanyards of your fallen enemies, will become the alpha. The 

lalphard. 

 

 Oh boy, it turns out that coming up with proper length lanyard jokes isn’t as 

easy as coming up with shitty lanyard lingo. Lanyango. 

 

 Recommended lanyard colors are bright yellow, flashing, meat-colored, and 

naive. These are commonly known as, “lanyellow,” “lanflash,” “lanflesh,” 

and “naive.” 

 

 You should decorate your lanyard with markers and stickers. This will make 

you unique, just like everyone else that does the exact same thing. 

Remember to copy other people’s cool – nay, radical – lanyard designs for 

maximum individuality. Lanyuality. 

 

 You can do tons of neat tricks with lanyards – one can even double as a 

boomerang! A boom-lanyard-erang! Try this: go to a wide, open space and 

toss your lanyard out as far away as you can. Within just 10 minutes, you’ll 

find another lanyard! (lanlanyardyard!) 
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Top Ten Places to Eat On Campus 
 

1.     Any of the trash cans. Cut out the middle-man in UK Dining. 

 

2.     Become a member of a club until all the free food is depleted. Rinse and       

        repeat. 

 

3.     4th floor of Whitehall 

 

4.     Transylvania’s campus. This one’s kind of cheating—just like UK  

        Dining is cheating you out of proper food choices. 

 

5.     Eat your feelings. 

 

6.     Eat other people’s feelings. 

 

7.     Off campus. I’m also cheating here, but then again, so was the National  

        Party of Honduras in the U.S.-backed elections immediately following  

        the 2009 coup, and nobody stopped them. 

 

8.     Your room. Go forage in Euclid Kroger, bring it back, scurry into a  

        corner and devour it immediately. If you’re having a problem with your  

        roommate eating your food, you can always just eat your roommate.  

        Two birds with one stone. Which actually, speaking of… 

 

9.     Throw stones at birds and eat them. Honestly, to have the optimum level  

        of academic success, you want to have a diet as close to that of an actual  

        Wildcat as possible. Squirrels are also acceptable. 

 

10.   There are only nine dependable food sources on campus. We’ve already  

        listed all of them. 
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Study A Broad 
 

Here is a broad. Study her closely. When you’re done, turn to the next page to 

learn about studying abroad 
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Study Abroad 

 

 Guten Tag, y’all! I want to congratulate you on your decision to come to the University 

of Kentucky. You are starting a wonderful 4 (5,6…10?) year journey at a renowned institution of 

higher education. Yes, you’ve chosen well. However, we here at the Colonel like to tell it how it 

is. Sooner or later, every student begins to have their doubts. Maybe you realize you’re scared to 

venture outside during basketball season. Maybe you realize you can’t survive on chicken and 

sweet tea for four years. Maybe you just need to get away from the ex with the same major who 

will be in all of your classes from now until eternity. Now, some students transfer. They 

disappear at the end of the year never to return, leaving behind a couple of credits and friends 

they’ll “stay in touch with.” Some drop out completely, left jaded by their college experience. 

They move to Oregon solely because there are fewer sundresses. 

 What these poor, disillusioned students don’t know is that these are not their only 

options. The University of Kentucky’s visionary leaders have devised a program specifically to 

address the inevitable moment when you realize you will resort to exotic drugs if you have to 

spend another semester on this campus. This fantastic program is called Education Abroad, and 

we’d like to give you a few tips on how to take advantage of this opportunity. 

 

1.      Plan ahead. If you are an engineering major, decide where you would like to travel at the 

beginning of high school, carefully arrange your schedule to fit all of your classes plus a 

semester abroad into four years, and then switch to an English major because, damn, that’s a lot 

of work! 

2.      Talk to an Education Abroad advisor to decide on a program. Decide first whether you 

would like to attend classes as part of your program or “attend classes” as part of your program. 

There is a difference, and they will know what you mean. 

3.      Save up money. Apply for scholarships, ask for cash for your birthday, get a part-time job 

as a stripper – whatever it fucking takes – because you know you’ll resort something a lot worse 

if you don’t get out of here fast. 

4.      Learn phrases in the language of the country you’ll visit. Locals appreciate when you’re 

polite enough to say, “Hi, my name is (insert name). I’m from Canada,” and “Holy shit, I’m 

trying Absinthe,” in their own language. 

5.      Book a flight. You will definitely want to travel for a while after your program is done, so 

choose your return date accordingly. Remember, this will be a once-in-a-lifetime experience, and 

money spent overseas doesn’t count against your account balance in the United States because of 

economics. 

6.      Figure out what to pack. Don’t worry, lugging around two massive suitcases will be 

completely worth it. After all, the United States is the only country with washing machines. 

7.      Sign up for travel alerts from the local United States embassy to get news about major 

events in your host country. Then maybe you’ll know what your aunt is referring to when she 

asks if you’re still alive and calls your program director after you don’t answer in five minutes. 
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8.      Know how you’ll get to the airport in case of inclement weather. You may need to get to an 

airport in Michigan during the middle of a snowstorm, but it’s sunny in Italy, and you can’t 

afford to miss that plane. 

9.      Last but not least…study hard. No, I’m not going to say “Have fun” because this is serious 

academics we’re talking about. Study everything in fact. Study local drinking habits. Study 

exactly which nearby countries have legalized recreational drugs. Study the best way to get home 

from a club at five in the morning. Study how to convince your professors that you’ve been 

studying. Yeah, do lots of studying. 

 

Au Revoir, and good luck with your escap…perience.  

 

UK Athletics 

 

Football: 

 Prepare yourselves for the most exciting spectator sport at UK: watching drunken minors 

screech and stumble into hordes of the walking de- I mean football. Ah, football. The innocent 

hopefulness of freshmen who bought season tickets, the intoxicating scent of the intoxicated (and 

their various excretions), and the desolate loneliness of the bleachers after the first quarter. The 

games are solid entertainment in-and-of themselves – the kind of pity-humor mix you get 

watching your 5 year old cousin get fucking dog-stomped in Madden – but there's a deeper 

experience lying just beneath the tuition-funded surface.  

 Indeed, the full “UK experience” comes while pretending to listen to the incoherent 

ramblings of the girl leaning, precariously, on your shoulder the entire game. I mean, shit, it must 

be difficult to simultaneously drool heaping buckets of warm saliva down your shirt, speak to 

you in what can only be described as the verbal equivalent of french-emoji-braille, and blast the 

fuck off to Jupiter – so, whatever it is she has to say, you need to hear it.  

  

 Also, we sometimes beat actually relevant teams (on accident, we assume). 

 

Basketball: 

 The predominant and mandatory religion of UK’s campus. Fealty is required, and must 

be absolute. 

 

Everything Else: 

 We all know you don't care about this section, and neither do we. Here is an emoji of a 

baseball: ⚾ 
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Top 10 Things the President Loves For You to Do in his Yard 

 

1. Go fishing. That pond wasn’t filled with expensive, ornamental fish for no reason. 

2. Dig for buried treasure. Everyone else on campus is, many with expensive construction 

machinery. However, we’ve heard that the very best stuff is right under captain pluto’s 

stoop. 

3. Hold a satanic ritual. Where else are you going to find a big enough place to draw out 

your pentagrams? Be careful not to trip on the treasure hunters. 

4. Hold a slumber party. Be sure to play loud music and watch lots of funny movies. Even 

the president likes to get down with his bad self every once in awhile. By ‘bad self’, of 

course, we mean ‘self that makes excuses to protect the identity of sexual predators.’  

5. Try to catch some rare pokemon. The president is always putting out lures --  make sure 

you’re there when he does so you can snag those precious critters right from under his 

bulbous(aur) nose. 

6. Cry. There are lots of hidden benches around the yard where no one can see you sob over 

your GPA. The president is pretty discreet when he laughs at you, so feel free to let it all 

out. 

7. Die. There are also lots of little spots to lie down and die around the yard. But if you 

come across someone else’s final resting place, have some couth and find your own spot 

to end it. (Dying next to a sobbing student is, however, encouraged.) 

8. Practice your archeology skills. There are lots of bones and artifacts hiding in the 

president’s yard. See how many different species of student you can identify.  

9. Play freeze tag. The president himself is the base. Remember, you must have both hands 

on base to be safe from other players. 

10. Eat the president’s mail. He doesn’t need to pay those bills anyway, the students pay 

them. Also, it counts as a meal swipe! 
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$uggested $tudent $Budget 

 

Are your legs tired from carrying all of your parent’s hard-earned money? Is your 

wallet/purse/fanny pack busting at the seams holding all of that capitalist trash? Why do you 

have that horrific conglomeration of money-holding devices? We at the Colonel can help you 

answer these question with our Communism $tudent Budgeting Guide. 

$1:        The approximate amount of flex dollars you will have left after your first two weeks. 

This is completely normal, just make sure to be at Bowman’s Den between 3:30 and 4:00 am on 

select weekdays to use up those meal swipes. 

$400:        This is the amount of your parents’ hard-earned money you will spend a month eating 

anywhere that remains blessedly untouched by UK dining. Why do you have that meal plan 

anyway? 

$1,000:     Did somebody say textbooks? Now that academic material on nearly every existing 

subject known to man is available online, those embittered textbook companies charge all the 

more for those schmancy shelf decorations that you might finally open right before finals, but 

only if you’re really desperate. Be ready to fork this over each semester to buy those expensive 

desk coasters you think you’ll need. 

$50-$500:    Depending on how many friends you want to have this year, this will be your pizza* 

party budget. The choice is yours: live in fear of the pizza* debt collectors, surrounded by a 

hundred of your closest friends, or die alone with your sad, lonely credit intact. 

$10,000- the soul of your firstborn child:    The amount of money needed to bribe your professor 

not to fail you in that one class you showed up to twice and completely forgot about until you got 

that email reminding you that the final exam for BIO 107 is on Thursday, December 3rd.** 

Thirteen freshly slaughtered chickens with their eyes replaced with marbles:     President 

Capilanyard loves to come around to random residence halls on the new moon in a full frothing 

demonic possession, and unless you have thirteen of these puppies ready, he will take your mini-

fridge. And sacrifice it to the ghost of James Patterson. 

*dank weed 

**just kidding, there are no email reminders for final exams.  
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Need-to-Know Campus Lingo 

LexVegas - A joke name for the city of Lexington, came into popularity when 1978 university 

president George Maher gambled away the tuition of approximately 5,000 students on a horse 

race at Keeneland. 

Keeneland - A popular horse racing track beloved by Lexingtonians. Got its name in 1893, when 

the year’s most anticipated race had to be cancelled due to the lead horse, Keene, having a case 

of “the trots”. 

Lexingtonians - Fierce creatures of the night, as sharp as your blade and thrice as cruel. Their 

claws are long, and their hunger for flesh is unparalleled. Only silver and blessed waters can 

vanquish them. Fans of horse racing. 

University of Kentucky - Do...do you really not know? Are you sure you’re in the right place? 

Lexicon - A small convention hosted by the UK English Department which hopes to promote the 

use of a varied vocabulary. Often mistaken for an anime convention. 

Anime convention - Oh gosh, uh. Well. Can we get back to this one later? 

POT - Slang for cannabis, a hallucinogenic drug notorious for its popularity amongst university 

students and the general population. 

Marijuana - Nickname for Patterson Office Tower, the large tower near Whitehall Classroom 

Building. 

Whitehall Classroom Building - Nickname for cocaine. 

The Ho - A large hole in downtown Lexington that is currently being used for construction, 

known for producing the phrase “I should probably watch out for that ho-”. 

The Harlot - Endearing nickname given by students to local restaurant, Tolly Harlot. 

Willy T - Tennessee Williams, American playwright born in Kentucky. 
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Anime convention - I’m sorry, I’m just really not sure how to explain this to you. You’ve really 

never heard of anime? Well. Hm. I guess the most, uh, succinct way to define it would be 

“Japanese animation”. Whoo. There. Glad that’s taken care of.   

K Lot - A testament to man’s arrogance. 

Chem/Phys - The chemistry and physics building, not to be confused with Kim Fizz, beloved 

professor in the chemistry department. 

Kim Fizz - The chemistry and physics building, I literally just told you about it, come on. 

Cat’s Paws - The blue pawprints located on pathways throughout the university. Known to have 

been created by an enormous, blue creature, they are otherwise shrouded in mystery. Could their 

creator have been Clifford himself? We just don’t know. 

Anime Convention - Oh, you’re back again. Huh? Well, I guess I didn’t really properly describe 

the whole term, no. It’s, well, a convention centered around anime. Did you really need me to 

explain that to you? Please don’t bring this up again. 

Champions Court I - What? I don’t know what you’re talking about. Maybe you’re thinking of 

Frances Jewell Hall. No, not Jewell Hall, Frances Jewell Hall, dear god, look at this guy. Look at 

what I have to put up with here. 

Runner’s-Up Court - All the losers live here. 

Champions Court II - Blazer Hall. You’re thinking of Blazer Hall. It’s down the road from 

Blazer Dining, on Blazer Avenue, in the Blazer neighborhood. Welcome to the University of 

Blazer. 
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Clubs to Join 

 

 

1. The Colonel 

 The only student-run satirical news organization on UK’s campus. Also the 

only good one (coughBlackSheepcough). Publishes print editions bi-semesterly 

and podcasts semi-weekly-ish. All material available for public viewing on 

theukcolonel.org, if that’s what you’re into. Objectively the most kick-ass 

organization you could possibly join on campus. Revered by all, envied by most. 

Usually has food at meetings. This food is sometimes good. Perhaps it will be 

lovingly home baked lovingly with only the finest of Kroger brand ingredients, 

perhaps it will be some soggy doritos, who knows. Maybe we’ll just give you a 

Gripeez and tell you that maybe you shouldn’t eat it, but hell one of the editors did 

that one time so you do you, you wild motherfucker. Currently looking for new 

writers, email theukcolonel@gmail.com if interested.  

 

 

 

2. Real clubs that are stupid. 
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